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Book 4, a continuation of the Tom Gray series.Tom Gray is enjoying time with his family after the
birth of his daughter, now three months old, and just wants an easy home life. However, trouble has
a way of finding him. While he is visiting his uncleâ€™s new grocery store, thugs arrive demanding
protection money, and in the ensuing fight, Gray is hurt. As he recuperates, Gray learns that a team
of friends is facing grave danger on a mission in a tiny war-torn African nation, where an evil warlord
is kidnapping boy soldiers to do his work in his bid for supremacy. Gray sets off on a rescue
mission, but with his attention now divided between two continents, events are spiraling out of
control, and Gray must fight to save all that is dear to him. In Gray Retribution, the fourth book of the
popular, action-packed Tom Gray series, suspense builds to an unforgettable ending.
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This is the fourth book in the infamous series featuring Tom Gray; the former SAS soldier who lost
his family in the first book, Gray Justice, and then kept the nation captivated when he attempted to
change the manner in which justice was handed down to violent criminals.Like its predecessors,
Gray Retribution moves along with break-neck speed persuading the reader to continue flipping

through the pages, and then hours later, you (meaning me) realized you missed your latest meal.As
an avid reader of action-oriented thrillers, I thoroughly enjoyed how Alan McDermott kept me
engaged through the fast pace of the writing, with snippets of action occurring every few pages,
leaving me desperate to read more. Equally appealing was the fact that three climatic events,
occurring simultaneously in different parts of the country, intertwined to form an intriguing plot, with
exhilarating action scenes from this highly skilled writer. The scenes kept the adrenaline surging,
and with no lull in between.With the fear of his security firm collapsing, his crew caught in the
cross-hairs of a war by a militant group trying to take over a foreign country, and his wifeâ€™s Uncle
threatened by a mafia-style family with a big wig on his payroll, the story kept me captivated.
Needless to say, violent actions abroad and back at home, with innocent victims paying the price,
Tom Gray had no choice but to step back into the action, even though the decision caused a major
rift at home.Using the SAS skills that kept him alive up to now, Tom Gray explodes off the page, and
with vengeance.Highly recommend.

Tom Gray and his security company are in the midst of three fronts. An overzealous reporter has
customers canceling contracts. A group of his men, strictly there for training work, is caught up in a
war in a small African country. And third, on the home front, Tom's wife Vick has a relative in trouble
with a London hood and his sons protection racket.When a fire t the relative;s home takes a life, and
the hood and his family are conveniently out of town, Tom Gray's always short fuse is lit. Because of
past actions(the first three volumes in the series), he has to plan more carefully.Nicely built up
suspense as Gray handles his problems.My first work by McDermott. Not my last.

This is Book 4 of the Tom Gray Series. His business, Viking Security Services...which provides body
guards and combat training, is not doing so well. He's not concerned about fewer contracts, caused
my an aggressive news reporter, but he is concerned about his employees. Gray, himself, had at
one time been labeled by many as a terrorist, a stain not easily removed especially with the
newscaster, Donald Boyd, who keeps trying to keep Gray in the news. The results are the loss of
many of his clients. His current wife, Vick, has a background in journalism and she arranges a
personal interview for him with a friend, Sheila, to allow him to tell his side of the story. In time, Gray
is left with only a dozen foreign customers, one of which is the new kingdom of Malundi, which he
provides four men to help train their troops. The troops are hard to train since they have a lack of
confidence within themselves. Personally, Gray has a few missions he takes on: 1) Get his four
combat trainers safely out of Malundi, Africa, before an invading army takes over the country; 2)

Keep his wife and 3-month old child safe from a violent mafia-type group in England; 3) Take down
the leader of the group who is threatening extortion of a family-member owned business. Can Tom
Gray accomplish all these goals? Fantastic author Alan McDermott is a very exceptional author. His
stories are full of action, thrills, and suspense to keep you reading late into the night. Don't miss out,
get this exciting novel now!

This review will be short, but, I hope, to the point.The two and three star reviews I've read are, of
course one man's/woman's opinion and valid in his/her eyes, but I can also offer this man's opinion.
Meaning? I thoroughly enjoyed all of the Tom Gray books in this series and liked this one more than
the others for two simple reasons: first, Alan McDermott has kept the techno-mumbo-jumbo down
(something that confused me a bit about the first three books), and second, Tom Gray himself
seems more vulnerable in this book. Hey...we all love to read about heroes who, although being
heroes having intelligence, life preserving instincts, and physical stamina way above our own, are
also likable and slightly flawed in some way, just like us ordinary folks.That said, I won't go into the
plot of this page turner as others have written about it better than I could, but will say that GRAY
RETRIBUTION is, in my opinion, the best book in the series. I do believe that anyone reading this
author for the first time should begin at the beginning with GRAY JUSTICE and then follow former
SAS soldier and up-to-the-present-day security company CEO through all of his subsequent
life-threatening adventures. A lot of lives, not just Tom's, are threatened in this book, by the
way.Tom Gray grows on you. 5 STARS
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